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Customer Personas
Vision & Goals
Core values 
Defining the brands look, sound & feel.

Before our first meeting, we had already
been given a brief of what the client
wanted to do. She had worked in a higher
cost lending market.

COVID-19 had already made a huge
impact on the economy, so she saw an
opportunity to be a reliable, transparent &
and fair way to borrow cash. 

One Kiwi helping another was the driving
force for her to start her own business.
This is where we come in…

The first meeting consisted of a Discovery
Session: which included:

Sweet As Money is aiming to be a
household name, considered the most
reliable and the "go-to" when it comes to
non banking support.
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GOALS

"WE OFFER A
PRODUCT THAT
ASSISTS EVERYDAY
KIWIS"

Let's start from the top

Wit ty
Modern
Play fu l
Casua l
Car ing
Honest

ROVE -  D IGITAL  PRODUCT DESIGN



Through our market research, competitor's of Sweet As Money had set up

their business in a way to catch their clients in a net. Whether it was

through skyrocketing interest rates, or through various fees for signing up,

changing the duration of the payment and so on.

Finance companies require sucking up your pride to go in and speak face

to face with staff. Sweet As Money wanted to create a digital tool that

supported kiwi's discreetly. With COVID's impact on the New Zealand

economy; it put a lot of businesses out of work, leading to the population

looking to new means of support.
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CHALLENGE

ROVE -  D IGITAL  PRODUCT DESIGN

INSIGHTS

The majority of customers were looking to support their family

They are all loving people, just need a hand up, rather than a handout

Are time poor, so some extra cash would help create some better

memories.

To start the process, we first had to identify whom the client is targetting.

Any marketer would tell you the importance of understanding your

customer persona. We scribbled on the whiteboard & begun to define who

these customers were, what their values were, pain points and why they

got out of bed in the morning. Some standout insights:
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SOLUTION

ROVE -  DIGITAL PRODUCT DESIGN



Through our market research and customer persona analysis. We defined

the colour scheme as very vibrant blues, pinks & purples. We chose these

to create a sense of trust, excitement and to represent the support that

Sweet As Money was offering to it's customer base.

The colour scheme of Sweet As Money is as follows:

ROVE -  D IGITAL  PRODUCT DESIGN

The design of the site is laid out to provide easily visible information to the

eyes of the target customers. Sweet As Money is:

"An ethical, fair and equitable way to borrow cash. We're looking to provide
Kiwi's with the support they need to be free from financial struggle"

All information must be easily accessible to the reader. With less technical

jargon. Sweet As Money is looking to build trust through its visuals and

black & white copy. 
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BRANDING

DESIGN

Sky Blue Crayola
#29DCFD

Cyclamen
#ED6EA2

Alice Blue
#E7F1FC

Purple Mountain
#9977C3



The final site could not have been completed without the key insights

gained through our workshops.

We managed to discover the core sales proposition of the brand, and

include elements of the fair and transparent values that it's driving for

through it's cost comparison table, and overall voice.

Once the brand starts making waves in the marketplace & establishing a

name for itself through delivering results. Sweet As Money is already

prepared to launch its' first marketing campaign. Supporting smaller

businesses and provide offerings to those in need.

The final website is live, all of our designs are animated to add some

excitement to the site.

Encouraging visitors to browse through the site, and drive conversions.

Check out the site below!

www.sweetasmoney.co.nz

ROVE -  D IGITAL  PRODUCT DESIGN
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RESULTS

http://www.sweetasmoney.co.nz/


PAIN POINTS:

Struggles to give his kids the best life due to

limited funds.

Has to make essential purchases for his kids such

as school uniforms, school trips, etc

Needs to be able to put food on the table.

Has to pay for after school care as he works late

most nights. 

GOALS:

Wants to provide kids with the best possible lives.

Would give them the world if he could.

Wants to spend as much time as possible with his

kids.

Doesn't want his kids to miss out on anything

(School activities, trips, social events, etc) 

KEY PURCHASE

DECISIONS: 

Ease of use 

Speedy Access

Responds very well to positive word of mouth

referrals

Rates would possibly affect his decision to buy.

BEFORE:

HAVE:

FEEL:

AVERAGE

DAY:

STATUS:

GOOD

VS EVIL:

Unpaid school fees

No food in the pantry

Outstanding bills

Guilt

Pressure

Responsibility 

Grinding at work (often working overtime), hours

are varied.

In his kids eyes he's never around

Absent father (by necessity)

Kids are growing up missing out on things.

Not getting the most out of life.

Missing out on spending time with his kids, not

present during their growth. 

AFTER:

HAVE:

FEEL:

AVERAGE

DAY:

STATUS:

GOOD

VS EVIL:

School fees are paid

Kids are well fed

Bills are paid

Relief

Happy

Accomplishment

Can spend quality time with kids.

Can treat kids: go on trips, go out for dinner, go

to the movies, etc.

Super Dad

Kids have a better upbringing, can afford to do

things with them.

Being the best dad he can be.

Kids get to spend more time with dad.

NAME: 
AGE:

OCCUPATION:

INCOME (YEARLY):

LOCATION:

RELATIONSHIP STATUS:

SEX:

HOBBIES/ INTERESTS:

ETHNICITY:

MEDIA CHANNELS:

Labourer

36 yrs

Male

Hamilton

Divorced, 2 dependent kids 

Medium Income

Camping with kids

NZ European

Facebook

GAVIN STOCKTON



AGE:

INCOME (YEARLY):

LOCATION:

RELATIONSHIP STATUS:

SEX:

HOBBIES/ INTERESTS:

ETHNICITY:

MEDIA CHANNELS:

22 yrs

Female

Wellington

Married, no kids

Low income

Travel with her partner

Maori

Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn, YouTube

PAIN POINTS:

Wants to be able to travel but struggles to afford

it. Be able to take trips away with partner.

Newly married, can't afford to buy new

whiteware/ tech/ furniture for her home: Fridge,

dishwasher, couch, television, etc

Wants to be able to treat her husband to luxury

items such as a new PlayStation 5.

GOALS:

Save for her and her husbands future.

Get a better job

Clean credit

Improve her home

Be able to travel with husband before kids come

into the picture.

KEY PURCHASE

DECISIONS: 

Ease of access to funds is she or her partner

need it.

Convenience over necessity: More for things she

wants opposed to needs. 

Doesn't want hidden costs that prevent her from

saving

AFTER:

HAVE:

FEEL:

AVERAGE

DAY:

STATUS:

GOOD

VS EVIL:

Holiday getaway with husband

Freedom to travel

Stronger relationship

Uplifted

Freedom

Happy

Relief and escape from being stuck inside.

Can relax and spend time with her partner.

In control of her life

Awesome wife

Free

Achieving her goals.

Strenthening her relationship with her partner.

BEFORE:

HAVE:

FEEL:

AVERAGE

DAY:

STATUS:

GOOD

VS EVIL:

Stuck at home

Suffering relationship 

Desire to travel

Bored 

Confined

Caged

Stuck inside her house all day due to the

lockdown.

Everyday feels like'groundhog' day.

A bad partner

Prisoner

Being stuck with no ambition, missing out on life.

Getting older fear that she won't get to travel with 

Frustrated 

Doesn't feel special

Stuck

NAME:

OCCUPATION:

Admin

JANET ATUTAHI



NAME: 

OCCUPATION:

Mum

AGE:

INCOME (YEARLY):

LOCATION:

RELATIONSHIP STATUS:

SEX:

HOBBIES/ INTERESTS:

ETHNICITY:

MEDIA CHANNELS:

40 yrs

Female

Auckland, in NZ for 4 years

Married, 4 kids

Medium income as family

Spending time with friends and family at church 

Tongan

Facebook

PAIN POINTS:

Needs to be able to travel back to Tonga to visit

family when she has to.

Has kids to care for: Buy school uniforms, school

trips, etc.

Big emphasis on church and family.

Has duty to look after family.

GOALS:

Visit family in Tonga when she needs to (pride and

family factors come into this).

Doesn't want her kids to miss out on things, wants

them to be able to participate in things such as

school events, trips and social events too.

Social status: doesn't want to be seen as poor or

not able to provide for her family.

KEY PURCHASE

DECISIONS: 
Ease

Speed (Needs to be able to get additional funds

when things come up suddenly) 

Process needs to be quick and streamlined

Would respond well to perks on top of her loan

such as donations to her church, etc

Retention, would require ongoing access

AFTER:

HAVE:

FEEL:

AVERAGE

DAY:

STATUS:

GOOD

VS EVIL:

Can grieve with her family without having to worry

about the cost immediately. 

Has happy kids that don't need to worry about

missing out.

Relief

Togetherness with family

Accomplishment

Able to go about her day not worrying about the

'what ifs' now that she knows she has the option

to get more money if she needs.

Can say yes to her kids alot more now.

A good mother/ daughter/ family member that

cares about her family.

Successful 

Can be there to support her family as well as

receive support from them whilst mourning.

Her kids have a better quality of childhood. 

BEFORE:

HAVE:

FEEL:

AVERAGE

DAY:

STATUS:

GOOD

VS EVIL:

Can't afford to get home to Tonga for a family

funeral.

Can't pay for a sports trip for one of her kids.

Guilt 

Grief

Stress

Cannot afford the costs of unforeseen events.

Feels bad for having to say no to her kids when

they ask for things she cannot afford to buy for

them.

A bad mother/ daughter/ family member

Unsuccessful

Cannot properly grieve 

Loses connection with her family in Tonga

Her kids miss out on things they want to do

Pain

Pressure

Responsibility 

SALLY TUPOU



AGE:

INCOME (YEARLY):

LOCATION:

RELATIONSHIP STATUS:

SEX:

HOBBIES/ INTERESTS:

ETHNICITY:

MEDIA CHANNELS:

65 yrs

Female

Auckland

Married, 3 Grandkids

Low income, Pension

Spending time with her Grandkids

NZ European

Facebook

PAIN POINTS:

Has pressure to care for her grandkids as their

parents are absent. Has to clothe them, feed them

and pay for school costs, etc

Has a responsibility to ensure the grandkids have

the best possible childhood she can offer.

GOALS:

Make up for the her grandkids lack of parenting.

Wants the kids to feel that they 'fit in' and be able  

to socialize easily.

Remove the pressure on her to provide and enjoy

a sense of accomplishment knowing she's

provided for her grandkids. 

KEY PURCHASE DECISIONS: 

Easy access to additional funds, a lifeline when

she needs it.

Constant repeat use

Must be a simple and easy process for her to

sign up to.

Be able to easily ask for additional funds when

she needs.

BEFORE:

HAVE:

FEEL:

AVERAGE

DAY:

STATUS:

GOOD

VS EVIL:

Grandkids that are dependent on her.

Struggles to support them.

Pressure

Responsibility

Sense of duty

Overthinks about money, stresses about how she

will be able to afford things. On top of this she

fears the kids will miss out. 

She has a sense of no escape, stuck in a rut.

Fees low

A failure 

Grandkids growing up missing out on activities

and events because they can't afford it.

Grandkids feel that they don't fit in, aren't happy

and are bullied. 

Stress

Fear her grandkids are

missing out

AFTER:

HAVE:

FEEL:

AVERAGE

DAY:

STATUS:

GOOD

VS EVIL:

Happy grandkids that aren't missing out on things.

Time to relax and not worry

Relief

Sense of Accomplishment

Content

Can relax and enjoy time with her grandkids

knowing that she has a lifetime should she need it.

Is accomplished knowing she is providing for her

grandkids.

Super Gran

Grandkids grow up getting to attend events and

activities, etc.

They appreciate money but are not missing out.

Happy

Retired Pensioner

OCCUPATION:

NAME: LAURELLE MOSS



AGE:

INCOME (YEARLY):

LOCATION:

RELATIONSHIP STATUS:

SEX:

HOBBIES/ INTERESTS:

ETHNICITY:

MEDIA CHANNELS:

25 yrs

Male

Auckland

Single

Low income

Going clubbing and to music festivals

Pacific Islander

Facebook, Instagram, YouTube

PAIN POINTS:

Has a need to fit in

Lacks confidence without 'cool' clothing, new

clothes give him his confidence.

Can't afford to attend music festivals, concerts,

etc. Loves to socialise. 

Can't afford car parts to improve his car, 'boy

racer'.

GOALS:

Wants to look his best at all times with the

freshest of clothing.

To earn positive attention from people through

what he's wearing.

Have the freedom to attend concerts, festivals,

etc without hesitation and not having to worry

about money.

KEY PURCHASE

DECISIONS: 

Easy access to funds when he needs.

Speedy access.

Ongoing need to loan more money should he

need.

Likes the convenience of having a lifeline if he

needs it. 

BEFORE:

HAVE:

FEEL:

AVERAGE

DAY:

STATUS:

GOOD

VS EVIL:

Not up to date with the latest fashion.

Outdated clothing.

Lack in confidence

Feels flatline

Down

Uncofident

Doesn't want to go out, would rather stay home

and mope about the house.

Can't afford to go to the festivals and events that

his mates are going to.

Shy guy

Poor

Doesn't feel himself

Cant't afford nor is confident enough to go out so

misses out on events and social gatherings where

he could be having fun.

Very average

Insecure

AFTER:

HAVE:

FEEL:

AVERAGE

DAY:

STATUS:

GOOD

VS EVIL:

Has the latest clothing.

Has his confidence back, has his mojo back.

Looking good and feeling good.

Confident

Ready to face the world

Excited

Is on top of the world.

Happy at work, making jokes, having fun looking

forward to going out with his mates in the

weekend. 

King of the world

The man

Skuxx

Is confident and feeling good, wants to go out and

attend events, etc.

Lives life to the fullest.

Exuberant

Forklift Operator

OCCUPATION:

NAME: STEVE FAFITA


